PUBLIC  OPINION, IN   1815
of the period is the close coincidence of particular theory with
particular party. We are of course using this term in its most
general sense, more as a tendency than as an organization;
strongly organized parties presuppose a far greater measure
of political experience and discipline than France possessed
at the time. We mean merely that to each political doctrine
tended to correspond a body of men anxious to carry it into
immediate realization and that there was little speculation
outside this frenzy for immediate realization.
It seemed easy enough at first sight to divide conscious
and interested public opinion between Royalists who were
"for " the Restoration and Liberals who were "against." The
very contradiction on which the new system was based. King
and Charter each representing in fact a different principle of
government, gave another rough division. You might be said
to be a Royalist if you believed that the King had come back
to the throne not in virtue of any " call " but because of a
" fundamental principle establishing in France a hereditary
monarchy transmitted from male to male according to the
order of primogeniture "; as to the Charter, it was granted
" by the authority inherent in the King's person." You were
a Liberal if you looked upon the Charter as being in any sense
imposed on the King, or a condition of his return. The distinc-
tion was not unlike that of our Whigs and Tories in the latter
half of the eighteenth century.
This division was however too simple to fit the complexities
of the situation.1 The term "Liberal " in fact covered many
varieties of thought, with little in common save opposition to
1 " Sous ces denominations de Royalistes et de liberaux se cachaient des
interets qui n'etaient ceux ni de la libert£ ni de la monarchic.
" La division veritable qui existait en France dtait celle ci. Les uns voulaient
que la nation fut agricole, que la grande culture fut rdtablie et la grande
proprie^ reconstituee par les substitutions et le droit d'ainesse, que le clerge
filt indemnise sur les forets de PEtat, que la centralisation administrative
filt detruite: que le pays enfin fut rendu a ce regime aristocratique dont la
bourgeoisie, aidce par les rois, avait renvcrse les fondements. Les autres
avaient des id<*es diametralement opposes, Les premiers . . , constituaient
ce qu'on aurait du appeler le parti feudal, les seconds , . . la bourgeoisie"
(Louis Blanc, Histoire del>ix An$, i,, p. 75).

